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The ratio R(S) =cr&,t(e+e hadrons)/cr(e+e it+a ) is calculated to the four-loop level in
perturbative QCD. The result diAers from a previous calculation and is much smaller. In addition, a
new result for the four-loop P function in QED is obtained. This result also disagrees with a previous
calculation.
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This quantity can be calculated theoretically in perturba-
tive QCD. Indeed, a well-known dispersion relation al-
lows us to connect R(s) to the hadronic vacuum-
polarization function II(Q ) (see, for example, Ref. 3):

where the left-hand side can be calculated by perturba-
tion theory in deep Euclidean space. After transforma-
tion of the results into the physical region we obtain

R(s) =R,+ (a,/~) R, + (a,/~)'R,

+(a,/~)' R, 3+g~~'Po/3 +O(a,')—,f ' (2)

where a, is the running coupling constant. Po is the first
coefficient of the QCD p function. The additional
scheme-independent correction, proportional to z, is due
to the procedure of analytical continuation of the results
of the perturbative calculation of dII(Q )/dg to the
physical region.

The lowest-order coefIhclent Rp is known from the par-
ton model. The leading QCD correction R~ was com-
puted a long time ago in the zero-quark-mass limit.
The O(a, ) correction for massive quarks has also been

The annihilation of e+e into hadrons is one of the
most important processes for testing the theory of strong
interactions —QCD (for a recent review see Ref. 1).
This process provides a fundamental QCD test, providing
evidence for the existence of color (see also Ref. 3).
Moreover, the comparison of the theoretical and experi-
mental results allows one to extract the fundamental pa-
rameters of the theory, such as the strong coupling
a, (Q ) and the QCD scale parameter AQco.

The main observable of the above process is the total
cross section, known at present from experiments at
e+e colliders. On the other hand, the most convenient
characteristic of the process is the ratio

R(s) =n;„(e+e hadrons)/cr(e+e p+p ) .

calculated.
The dimensional-regularization method and the cor-

responding renormalization procedure presented by
't Hooft, the so-called "minimal-subtraction (MS)
scheme, " will be used. Investigation of the renormaliza-
tion properties within the above scheme, in combination
with the recent progress in calculational methods and al-
gorithms for relevant types of Feynman diagrams, ' the
infrared-rearrangement technique, '' ' and the comput-
er implementation of the above algorithms'"' [the alge-
braic programming systems used are REDUCE (Ref. 16)
and SCHOONSCHIP (Ref. 17)], allow one to perform the
renormalization-group calculations up to and including
the four-loop level. Using the methods enumerated
above, the three-loop quantity R2 was computed analyti-
cally in Ref. 18 and numerically in Ref. 19.

Recently, the results of a calculation of R(s) to O(a, )
was given in Ref. 20. The numerical value of the
coefFicient R3, which is given in Ref. 20, is very large.
This casts doubt on the feasibility of obtaining reliable
estimates for QCD corrections to R(s) via perturbation
theory. (The same effect was observed in perturbative
calculations of the coe%cient functions of quark conden-
sates in QCD sum rules. ') Inclusion of the O(a, )
correction changes the value of a, by about 10%. ' The
corresponding value of AMs decreases drastically (by a
factor of 2). However, further consideration shows that
the result of Ref. 20 for the O(a, ) correction is not
correct.

In this work we present the results of an independent
reevaluation of the four-loop correction to R(s), by using
the methods, algorithms, and programs of Refs. 7-17.

It is known that the vacuum-polarization function is
renormalized additively:

(3)

where the bare coupling a, is related to the renormal-
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ized one by the relation

a, po a,
a, =a, 1

— +
4x e 4z

'2'
2

po

g 2
(4)

the coelcients of the renormalization constant Z,

Z — g al —1Z k

—I~k&0
(5)

and the perturbative coefficients of the vacuum-polar-
ization function,

Using Eqs. (1)-(4) and the Bogoliubov-Parasiuk
theorem which ensures the cancellation of divergences, it
is not difficult to express the coefficients R; in terms of

n(g') =
—l~k, l&0

I —
I ( 2/g 2) 1 m~ k

After some simple algebraic manipulations, we obtain
our main expression for R(s):

R(s) = Z~ — +2Z2 —
~ (a /4') + (3Z3 —

~ PoHp p)(a, /4x) '

+ '4Z, ,
—2P,rr„—P, fl„+2P,'n, ,

—3&gj~'P2/3'(a, /4')'+O(a, ')
f

(7)

where the first index denotes the number of loops of the
corresponding Feynman diagrams. The expression (7)
shows that in order to calculate the l-loop contribution to
R, one should calculate the l-loop counterterm Z to the
bare quantity II, and the (l —1)-loop approximation to
H

The essence of the various versions of the infrar
rearrangement procedure, ' " which is used in

present work is the following: The problem of calculat
the counterterm of an arbitrary l-loop diagram with
arbitrary number of masses and external mome
within the MS scheme can be reduced, through infra
rearrangement, to the problem of calculating so
(I —1)-loop massless integrals to O(s ) with only
external momentum.

Using the infrared-rearrangement procedure, '

have reduced our calculation to the evaluation of
three-loop massless diagrams with one external mom
turn, up to and including O(e ) terms in the correspo
ing Laurent expansion in c. Analytical calculation
relevant diagrams can be performed by using the p
gram MINCER.

The renormalization constant Z can be found from
following relation: ' '

where the operator A picks out all singular terms from
the Laurent series in s. R' is the ordinary Bogoliubov-
Parasiuk R operation without the last subtraction, ' '

(9)R = (1 —K)R'.

Z =1 —I~R'n'(g '/p' a')

The total number of topologically distinct four-loop di-
agrams contributing to Z4; is 98. However, after appli-

»g cation of the infrared-rearrangement procedure, which
involves diA'erentiating twice with respect to the external
momentum of the diagram, ' the number of four-loop
diagrams which need to be calculated increases to ap-
proximately 250. Furthermore, there are one- and two-
loop diagrams approximately 600, which need to be cal-
culated in order to subtract subdivergences (evaluate R')
for all four-loop diagrams.

All calculations have been done by using the program
MINCER (Ref. 15), and the evaluation of one- and two-

loop counterterms has been performed by the program
LOOPS. The above programs are written for the alge-
braic programming systems SCHOONSCHIP (Ref. 17)
and REDUCE, ,

' respectively. The total CPU time on
three 0.8-Mflop EC-1037 computers was over 700 h.

We obtain the following analytical result for R(s) in

QCD in the modified minimal-subtraction (MS) scheme
at the four-loop level:

R (s) =3+gj(1+( /4am)(3C )+(a,/4~)'[CF( ——', )+C C [ —", —44&(3)]+CFTNf[ —22+16$(3)]]
f

+ (a, /4x) [CF'( ——", + CFCg [ —127 —572$(3)+880((s)1+c,c~ [+ -",'," —",'"" g(3) —+ g(s)]

+CF TNf [—29+304((3) —320((5)]+CFC~ TNf [ —",'," + "," g(3) + —",' ((5)]

+C,T'Nj[+ ',",' —","- g(3)l —-', ~'( —", c, —'-, TNf)'l+o(a, '))

+ (a,/4~) ' 'g gf (d,l„/4) '[+ —"—128$(3)],f (10)

where g is the quark charge. For the SU, (3) gauge group, CF = —', , C~ =3, T= —,', and (d,b, ./4) = —', . f enumerates
quark flavors; their total number is %l-. The momentum integrations are performed using the MS prescription, which
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amounts to formally setting y =g(2) =In47r =0. Substituting the values for group invariants we get

R (s) =3+gj(I +a, /7r+ (a, /7r) j+ '2'4' —11$(3)—Nf [ l2
—

5 g(3) l]
f

+ (
—

/ ) 3[+ 87029 1 l03 ((3)+ 275 g(5) +N [ 7847 + 262 g(3) 25 g(5)]

+Nj[+ l62 27 g(3)] 7r /48(11 ——', Nf) ]+O(a, ))
+ ggf (a,/7r)'[ —,", ——', g(3)l+O(a, ) .

, f
Taking into account the values for relevant Riemann g functions g(3) =1.2020569 and g(5) =1.0369278 we obtain the
numerical form

R (s) 3g gf [1 + a,/7r+ (a,/7r) ( 1.986 —0. 1 1 5Nf ) + (a, /7r) ( —6.637 —1.200Nf —0005N ) +0 (a,. ) ]f
g gf '(a, /7r) '1.240+ O(a, ) .f (i2)

The last term, which is proportional to (gfgf) comes
from the "light-by-light" type diagrams. Terms of such
type appear only at the four-loop level and in higher or-
der.

As seen, the results (11) and (12) are smaller by an
order of magnitude and have the opposite sign from the
results of Ref. 20. The terms of O(N) and O(N ) coin-
cide with the corresponding terms of the previous re-
sults.

There are two sources of error in the program which
was used in the previous calculation. The first is an in-
correct trace calculation, and the second is due to an er-
ror in the subroutine which calculates the expansions of
the Laurent series in e, of the one-loop integrals. Unfor-
tunately, both errors affect the terms of O(e ) only and
could not be eliminated by the tests of cancellations of
poles, including those proportional to logarithmic terms,
which were done.

—12.805

3

+O(a', ) .

Finally, we obtain the result for a„
a, (34 GeV ) =0. 148 (16), (14)

AMS

+MS 223 —]09 MeV . (is)
As an intermediate result of our calculation we also

present the QED P function at the four-loop level in the
MS scheme:

Including u, d, c, s, and b quarks (Nf =5) we obtain
the following result for R (s):

' 2

R (s) = 1+ +1.409
o.,

3 7t

4 a
pgED(a) N

3 4z

' 2

+4N
4z

3 4

—N 2+ N
9 4z

N46+ 760+ 8—32 ((3) N+ 1232N
27 9 243 4z

5

where a =e /47r and e is the electron electric charge. N
!

is the number of fermions. The total number of topolog-
ically distinct four-loop diagrams which contribute to
pOEo is 58. The result also differs from the earlier result
for the four-loop pOEt7.

The reevaluation of pQED at the four-loop level has
also been performed independently by the authors of the
original work (A.L.14.. and S.A.L.) at the Joint Insti-
tute for Nuclear Research (JINR, Dubna) computer
center. The results of both calculations agree. The de-
tails of the calculations and the results will be given in a
joint publication.

In conclusion, we note that we have obtained the
four-loop correction to

R(s) =el, l(e+e hadrons)/cr(e+e — p+p ) .

Our result is quite small and cleariy diAers from the in-

(i 6)

correct result of Ref. 20. Therefore, all of the phenome-
nological applications which used the result of Ref. 20
should be revised.

More details of our calculations, graph-by-graph re-
sults, and some phenomenological applications will be
given elsewhere.
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